Hawkeye Commuter Lot - Parking Service Building – Construct New Transit Station
This project proposes constructing a bus shelter to be located at the east side of the Hawkeye Commuter Lot. It is intended to be heated and include office space for staff and a restroom.

Discussions included roof pitch and its protection from the weather, wind and rain modeling, snow accumulation at the center, exterior lighting, consideration of a solar system, and the inspiration of the design.

The project was supported as presented.

Santos Public Art Proposal
This project proposes a sculpture of “Santos,” to honor and bring to life the virtual technology of digital human modeling, created at the University of Iowa. The sculpture is anticipated to be approximately 15' tall and made of stripped metal with color prisms entwined in the openings and list from within.

Discussion included signing to explain the piece, appropriate posture and expression, proper location so not to distract either by presence or lighting, again location not to interfere with underground utilities, consideration of vandalism, and timing of creation and installation.

Committee members asked for responses about posture, offering perhaps up facing hands; and that it be brought back for continued review.

Riverside Recital Hall – Remodel Space
This project returned with more specific elements of design.

Discussion included potential distraction from the fenestrations and if drawing on element of the Levitt’s Center was considered or appropriate.

This project was supported as presented.
DISCUSSION / INFORMATION ITEM(S)

Kinnick Stadium – Renovate North Stands
This project proposes removing the outdated north end zone seats of Kinnick Stadium and replaces them with an approximate 163,000 square foot modern structure of varied seating options and amenities.

This proposal has been reviewed previously and supported, but was returned to bring all committee members up to speed.

Past discussion included seating diversity; using the north end zone structure independently from the main stadium; façade elements drawn from existing stadium elements; future connection possibilities via the skywalk; and construction schedule and impact on the surrounding area.

Continued discussion included consideration for matching or mimicking the original design of Kinnick Stadium, similar aesthetics to other Athletic facilities in the area, and blocking the view of the West Campus Transportation Center with the intended connecting skywalk.

Committee members would like to see the original iterations of the design and are asked to respond with comments so a committee position can be developed by December 16th.

Ash Tree Removal Plan
Due to the recently discovered infestation of the Emerald Ash Borer on campus, a removal and replanting plan has been developed and shared for committee comments.

Discussion included the six-year process, the priority removal for the 2016-2017 season, and if there was diversion of the wood waste to the Power Plant.

Lot 11 Temporary Building
Because of some scheduled work at the Power Plant, two temporary backup boilers are being brought in and located in the Northeast corner of Lot 11. There will be a temporary metal skinned facility built to cover and protect the boilers as long as they are in Lot 11.

WORK SESSION REPORTS

Work session reports were tabled until the next meeting due to time constraints.